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Welcome if this is your first time with us! Welcome if you’ve been with
us for a long time. You honor us with your presence, and we look
forward to knowing you better. The root of the word liturgy is “the work
of the people.” Meaning all that happens in the sanctuary with the
community who gathers works because of your participation. The
beautiful thing about this invitation to participate is that, who we are and
what we bring is enough because God meets us here! So don’t worry
about “doing” anything “right.” Whether you’ve been to Episcopal
services since you were a baby, or this is your first, we hope you’ll
worship in the way that is most comfortable to you. The service
instructions about standing, kneeling, and other directions are intended
to help clue you into the habits of this particular community.
The words of our worship service are lifted from the Episcopal (and
before that Anglican) tradition. The thing that sets us apart from other
denominations is our dedication to Common Prayer. These same
words have been used for hundreds of years by people all over the
world, and are still used today. The hope of finding ourselves in the
midst of this ancient tradition is that we might both learn from those
who have come before, and add our own voices to the heavenly
chorus.
Sounds from children, young and old, are a valuable part of our prayer
life – not a distraction from it! Families are encouraged to sit in the front
of the sanctuary, allowing children as many opportunities to follow
along and participate as possible. We do offer nursery care and
children’s chapel for those who would prefer an offering specifically
catered to children.
The BCP stands for the Book of Common Prayer, which is the red book
found on the shelf in the pews. The 1982 Hymnal and Wonder Love
and Praise (WLP) books contain songs of our tradition, which may be
found on the shelf in the pews.
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Warden)
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Outreach Yellow Envelope: This month contributions will go to the
Arlington Food Assistance Center .
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Outreach Basket: It is summer, hot and sticky. People’s feet get
sweaty and stinky. Fresh, clean socks cushion soles and prevent
blisters. Why is this being stated? So you can know why we are asking
you to donate new socks (and new underwear while we’re at it) for
ASPAN (Arlington Street People’s Assistance Network). The homeless
both need and appreciate this gift as much as any they receive. Their
need is greatest in the summer months. Personal sized toiletries are an
on-going need, so perhaps you can donate some from your vacation
hotel, or when you buy travel size for your travels get a few extra to
give. You’ll be making someone’s journey a little nicer.
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A-SPAN Shelter: We need three volunteers for Friday, 3 August, to
serve meals to 40 – 50 people at the Shelter between 5:30 and 7:30
PM. Questions? Contact Linda Kelleher (lindaykelleher@gmail.com).
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Starting Tonight - "God Will Wipe Away Every Tear": A Faithful
Response to Grief and Hope: A three part series on grief, hope, and
everything in between.
Grief and loss are universal human
experiences. Join us for a discussion on how we move through those
experiences, individually and collectively. With these gatherings we
hope to begin sharing our personal stories, create a culture of
communal care, and ground ourselves in the narrative our faith. On 15,
22, and 29 July, we will meet in the Parish hall from 5-7 PM. A simple
supper will be provided, followed by a short presentation, time for small
group discussion, and Compline. Please email Beth with questions or
for more information, at rector@stmichaelsarlington.org
July 15: Why do we sing Alleluia at funerals? A deep dive on our
theology of death and resurrection
July 22: Personal experiences of grief – a panel discussion with St.
Michael’s parishioners
July 29: Grieving in Community
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